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One fine Tuesday, Ilian calls 
me. “Yo Danilo, where are you!” 
We’re going climbing, my first 
time outdoors on a rock!

That same evening I get in touch 
with them and get the answer 
that they can always use helping 
hands at the moment. I go to 
bed early in the evening, after all 

ment shows me how it works 
and only a short time later I am 
allowed 

pulled out of the ground every 
day. But it is not only the stinging 
that is the farmer’s job - no! After 
all, these asparagus also have 
to be washed!  

After Ilian has given me the most 
important inputs, and we could 
start! I climb the naked rock for 
the first time in the lead. What a 
great day!

I have to get up early tomorrow 
morning. 05:55 Woa! the alarm 
clock, wow long has it been 
since I last got up from the alarm 
clock! Up and back to work! 

to prick the asparagus and pull 
it out of the ground my by own.  
And always carefully! 

But for today is good and I let 
the evening come to a cosy end 
by rounding off the evening 

After the beer, Ilian tells me 
about the farm of the Gisler fami-
ly which is looking for personnel.

Arrived on the farm of the Gis-
lers there is first of all a pres-
ence control, but only shortly 
afterwards it starts. Hans-Peter 
from the production manage-

At the end of the shift there are 
over 100kg of asparagus in the 
transporter! It’s uncanny how 
much these things grow every 
day, that such quantities are 

with my fellow student Hüseyin 
with Takoyaki and a good glass 
of red wine.

Story conceptStory concept
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ExposéExposé
Working title: 

“From student to asparagus pricker - When the extraordinary plight of your 
country determines your everyday life. The retraining to become a farmer”

Incident:

The story is about Danilo, the main protagonist, who, during a phase of lockdown 
due to the COVID-19 virus, is only moderately satisfied with his leisure activities. He 
prefers to do such activities with his best friend Ilian, who asks him to tackle his first 
outdoor climbing route during the lockdowns. 

After this liberating event, the two friends enjoy the well-deserved “after-work beer” 
together. Meanwhile the talks are about finances, as Danilo wants to buy more 
equipment. Ilian tells Danilo that he has heard of a farm in Chur that could use 
temporary staff.

Immediately Danilo contacted the farmer family Gisler by mail at the same moment. 
In the evening Danilo sees an answer from Gabriela Gisler in his mailbox, who 
immediately sends him the list of appointments to be made and mentions that the 
farm is currently dependent on temporary staff.

The next morning the work starts early in the morning and the production manager 
Hans-Peter Gisler welcomes the workers and explains to them how the daily work 
has to be done. 

Soon Danilo is allowed to work independently. But he has not only signed up for 
pricking, the same afternoon he also sees another side of the business - namely 
asparagus washing.

In the evening, exhausted from the strict daily work, Danilo invites one of his fellow 
students - Hüseyin - to his shared apartment to cook together and let the evening 
fade away.
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TreatmentTreatment
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Scene 1
Danilo was picked up by Ilian at his home by car. Together the two friends drive 
Ilian’s car to Haldenstein to go to the climbing garden. The car is located at the 
parking lots two minutes walk from the climbing wall.

Scene 2
Ilian and Danilo have left the car and have already chosen an interesting route. After 
Danilo has received the last instructions, tips and tricks from Ilian, they’re ready. 
Danilo climbs up the rock face in advance.

Scene 3
After almost four hours of alternating climbing and belaying, the two boys leave the 
rock face and fool around a bit. Now the time has come for Ilian and Danilo to toast 
the adventure with a beer. While drinking a beer, Danilo hears from Ilian about the 
Gislers’ farm. Then follows the application and acceptance.

Scene 4
Arriving home in the evening, Danilo has already discovered the good news and has 
signed up for the available work appointments. Since he had learned that he could 
actually go to work, he went to bed a little earlier for once. In deep sleep in his room 
we hear/see him snoring loudly.

Scene 5
The idyll of peaceful sleep is broken by the shrill ringing of the alarm clock. It is 
already five to six, Danilo has to get up. In the meantime, Danilo has already got up, 
showered and set off on his bike to the field, where he arrived in time.

Scene 6
When he arrives on the field, Danilo joins the group of these field helpers and makes 
a little small talk until the time comes to get serious. Hans-Peter has the workers 
gather around him, checks their presence and gives the instructions. He intercepts 
the new workers immediately.
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Scene 7
Danilo was personally instructed by Hans-Peter and under his supervision he has 
now uncovered his two rows of fields and is now ready to prick the asparagus. 
Danilo receives the “OK” from Hans-Peter and is now allowed to continue on his 
own.

Scene 8
Danilo carefully and deeply digs down into the soil in order to prick the asparagus as 
long and intact as possible and remove it from the ground.

Scene 9
After five hours of exhausting back-breaking work, everyone gathers again at the 
transporter and empties their full baskets filled with asparagus one last time.

Scene 10
After a short lunch break Danilo meets some new faces at the “farm shop” with 
whom he had signed up for the afternoon shift to wash asparagus. The event takes 
place under the direction of Gabriela Gisler (Gabi). “Well, are you getting along?” 
says Gabi. Exhausted, Danilo returns: “yes, but you have to be pretty nimble with 
these racy machines.”

Scene 11
That’s it! Danilo has left the washing station and is back in his flat share where 
he is already waiting for his fellow student whom he has invited for dinner. Danilo 
prepares Takoyaki in his kitchen - a streetfood dish from Japan, consisting of a 
special batter and squid.

Scene 12
After Hüseyin has arrived and the two of them have eaten this delicious meal, a 
good glass of red wine is a must to round off the evening. They sit on the couch and 
drink red wine. Meanwhile, Danilo tells Hüseyin  about his new occupation in the 
field. Hüseyin contacted the Gisler family the same evening.



From student to asparagus prickerFrom student to asparagus pricker
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When the extraordinary plight in your country determines your everyday life - retraining as a farmer

The COVID-19 virus has been affecting everyday life in Switzerland for almost six 
months now. The body cries out for movement and freedom. This is exactly how I feel 
until suddenly the phone rings.

“Yo Danilo! Wazzup?”

Climbing rock 
(around the corner)

HALDENSTEIN

Ilian is due to be at my doorstep 
in a few minutes. 

To clear our heads a bit we 
decide to go to the climbing 
garden in Haldenstein on this 
sunny Tuesday. 

I have been waiting for this for 
what feels like an eternity... 
finally! Climbing up the naked 
rock’ It will be a lot of fun!
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Before we throw ourselves onto the 200 meter 
high limestone wall, Ilian gives me a short 
crash course on how to act in which situations, 
we discuss which safety device we have in 
front of us and much more, because: 
Safety first! 

Since it is the first time I have climbed outside 
on the rock (secured), I am not sure if this is 
normal that the rock is so slippery.

But we soon find out that this should not al-
ways be the case as Ilian tells me. 

He must know, after all he has been climbing 
since he was a little child.

5c CLIMBING ROUTE

“Saurutschig!”

During four hours of alternating climbing and belaying, we try one last time on an easier wall as 
we slowly run out of strength. Before it gets too dangerous, we pack our things and leave the 
rock face.
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“Yeah Boy! Your first wall!”

We slowly walk back to the car and fool 
around a little..

..really happy and proud Ilian says to me:

..and pulls out two bottles of beer from the car 
to toast our great adventure. What a great day!

We linger for a moment at the parking lots, and already discuss about next plans. However, I 
only partly own equipment, even if I can borrow everything from him. I’d like to buy one or the 
other myself. Then Ilian tells me that there is this one farmer in Chur who is currently looking for 
many temporary workers. 

Without further ado I take out my mobile phone and search for this farmer.
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CHRRAAAA-PFIIIIUUUUU.....CHRRAAAAA

PFIIIIIUUUU.....CHRRAAA---Z...z..z..

“Gisler!” I bring forth, that is the company Ilian 
speaks of. I send a request directly without even 
enclosing any application documents. We finish the 
beer and leave Haldenstein. Arriving in the WG, I open the inbox of my 

mailbox:

“We could really use a 
helping hand right now.”

The next day already, I was supposed 
to start. Ayy okay in this case, let’s go to 
bed!

5.30 A.M. - BEDROOM
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,Brrr!
’ ,Brrr!’ 

,klirrrr’ 

The shrill ringing and rattling of my 
alarm clock tears me out of my idyll. 
Okay. Stand up..  
 

..already at 7:00 a.m. I was supposed 
to start. It’s my first time pricking 
asparagus.

So I get up, go to the bathroom, get ready, pack my backpack with water bottle, 
rain jacket and put on the thick shoes. Quickly I get on my bike and cycle towards 
the media house.
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Arrived on the field, I try to find out first 
of all if I am right at all. After a “small 
talk” with a couple of people, 
Hans-Peter, the production manager, 
arrives.

As soon as he arrives, he begins with 
the presence check. No time to lose 
because time is money.

After a short speech he immediately 
takes us newcomers aside.Serrated knife and 

smoothing trowel 

GISLER’S FIELD
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Hans-Peter explains to me that I should always uncover the left field first and only 
then the right field. With a practiced throw he demonstrates how this should look 
like.

After a detailed introduction to pricking, 
I am allowed to start pulling the 
asparagus out of the soil on my own 
very quickly. 

But always careful! You don’t want them 
to break!

“And always dig deep, 
all right?”

“All right!”
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So I dig very carefully and deep so that the asparagus can be removed from the 
ground as long and intact as possible.

,chrrt!’ 
,chrrt!’ 

,chrrt!’ 

Okay, I’m deep enough, now a clean 
stab with the knife and close it again 
with the trowel.

Well, good. Keep looking for the 
next one..

Time passes by so fast..
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100KG ASPARAGUS

“What!? All the fields are 

blank already?”

Five hours later there are no more fields 
to uncover. 

After this backbreaking work, all 
workers carry their full baskets back to 
the trailer one last time to empty them.

     

     Lunch time!
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WASHING PLANT 
FARMER’S STORE

..after the lunch break

In the farm shop of the Gislers the 
washing continues.

Here I meet Gabi Gisler, with whom I 
already had contact by mail. Under her 
direction the asparagus washing takes 
place.

After the strenuous field work, the 
sorting and washing work is a real relief. 

But not to be underestimated! Here, 
too, absolute concentration is required, 
because the machines should run 
without interruption if possible - AND 
THEY are running at full capacity.

“It’s bloody fast, this frigging thing!”

Washing and sorting machine
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DANILO’S 
STUDENT FLATSHARE

Takoyaki (Cuttlefish balls)

Exhausted from this strict day I arrive 
at home in the evening. What could 
be better than being spoiled with good 
food?

That’s why today there is a classic 
Japanese streetfood delicacy: Takoyaki!

However, this is more fun when there 
are also guests.

Ahh here comes my guest already!
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It is Hüseyin! As big fans of Japan, we 
of course enjoy this delicious delicacy, 
but to end the evening properly, a good 
glass of red wine is a must.

During the cosy get-together, I talk 
about my new experiences in the field.

Hüseyin is getting curious: 
“What’s the name of that farm!?”

“And so it was two students who now cramp in 
the field instead of cramming for school.”


